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Heavy duty step stool with handle

Step chairs are one of those items that you never think about until you need it - like when it's hard to reach a light bulb burns out, or when you need to find something in the back of your tallest office. Changes in life can lead to a new need for a step chair too, as when these tight knees make it difficult to climb into a high
bed. Or when young children start brushing their teeth on their own! These useful home accessories can take so many forms, from strictly utilitarian to beautiful designer styles. This post has 51 step chairs you can buy right now, a choice covering simple one-step models of folding staircases and multifunctional all-in-one
designs. Beautiful bamboo Single Step Stool: Made of durable bamboo, this step chair combines beauty and resilience in one streamlined package. The lightweight design is easy to transport around the house while the tenacious feet provide reliable stability while in use. Ikea Bekvam Wooden Step Chair: If you're
looking for a little more DIY step chair, the BEKVAM model from IKEA comes in black and white or neutral beige that you can personalize with your own choice of non-slip paint. The cut-out handle on top makes it easier to move and move as needed. Stylish wooden step chair: The lovely Butler stepladder is a
Stockholm-based work by industrial designer Shane Schneck. Built from solid oak, this piece has a sleek style that easily doubles as a side table or spare seat for multipurpose appeal - the perfect balance between modern aesthetics and everyday performance. Solid wooden step chair: Nothing beats handmade
furniture. This wooden step chair is hand-crafted using a 17-step process, finely polished and finished with light wax to ensure tangible smoothness. The 8-inch height is great for using a bed, next to the sink or anywhere you need it. Small step chair: Sometimes a smaller stool is the best chair for work. This part is only 6
high, making it the only correct size to use as a step bed chair or as a resting place to rest your feet under the table. The solid wooden design provides durability, while the smooth polished finish is safe for barefoot. Choose from a go-to finish, a natural finish, or choose an unfinished version to make it your own. Stylish
Bent Plywood Step Stool: Originally designed for professionals in the massage industry, this sleek little step chair provides the perfect boost when using a high work surface like a massage table - but the potential applications are limitless. At only 4 high, it's easy to tuck between uses. Ikea Vilto Step Stool: Built from solid
birch in clear acrylic varnish, this neat little step chair offers a light appeal. This style is sure to look great in any house - especially with interiors based on minimalist, modern, rustic or Scandinavian themes. Semi-circular step chair: bold bold Style makes this step chair a sculptural statement piece. The design of the
semicircles looks almost like a designer side table, a role he can easily take on between using as a comfortable two-step chair. Modern Metallic Steppe Chair: Are you looking for something sleek and modern that stands out from the rest? This metal step chair has metal sleigh-style legs and a curved top for
attractiveness. The cut-out handle in the center provides easy portability. 1 Step Aluminum Step Chair: For a small step chair that cuts straight to the point, this aluminum option keeps things simple with simple functionality. Choose from black, white, red and orange to find the model that best suits your interior. This chair
is folded together neatly for easy storage. Tick Step Chair: This gorgeous wooden step chair is a delight! Bright and varied teak stripes give the surface a subtle rustic flair while the white painted details offer a modern pop of contrast. The tick is naturally resistant to water, making this piece a fantastic option for the
bathroom or kitchen. Espresso Wooden 3 Step Chair: Enjoy the multi-purpose appeal of this high 3-speed chair. Its height makes it nice to use as a free space at the kitchen counter or dining table, while folding steps make it easy to climb to change those hard-in-reach light bulbs. Choose between a classic cappuccino
trim or go bright and modern with white. Walnut finish step chair: Here's a two-step chair that also has a folding design. Simply swing the bottom step inside to minimize the footprint for easy storage or use the top step as a comfortable free seat. Dark finishes are easy to coordinate with different styles of interior from
classic to modern. Sit or step chair with handles: Choose between two height options - get a few extra inches of height when faced with the top up, or flip it upside down for a more gentle step. The comfortable lower shelf serves as a neat place for books or magazines, or a neat place for children to stack toys. Convertible
step chair stairs: This unique chair chair chair easily switches between chair mode and step ladder mode. Turn the top half down to enjoy a traditional seat with comfortable back support, or flip the chair backwards to completely expand the ultra-useful 3-step staircase. White Step Chair With Storage: Built with extra
storage space inside, this step chair makes it easy to reach what you need and keep away from things you don't do. Use as steps to help older pets climb to bed and store your bedside items need inside. Place in the closet to reach this top shelf and use the storage compartment in off-season accessories. Or place in the
children's bedroom as a combined step stool and toybox. Cherry Finish Wooden Step Chair with Storage: Here's a cherry version of the previous step chair, great for classic interior styles. As a white version, this part of the Built of durable wood is sure to stand up for everyday use where you need it. Striped wooden step
chair: Handmade construction gives this 2 step chair a touch of heritage appeal. The striped appearance is created by combining together smaller hardwood boards. Choose between hickory, maple and walnut, birch and poplar or oak. Rustic Style Step Chair: Bring rustic charm to your everyday routine with this antique
style step chair. The base is slightly distressed by the seedy chic look while the top enjoys a warm natural finish. Non-slip drifts on the lower stability aid and promise extra protection for your floors. Vintage Style Step Chair: Classic traditional design provides a timeless appeal to this lovely step chair. Rubberwood
construction takes on a lively glow with rich cherry trim, curved accents adding a lovely vintage appeal. The lower step is wide and spacious for better balance while the smaller top step provides a few extra inches of reach for those high cabinets or fixtures. Antique style step chair: Inspired by timeworn antiques, this step
chair features hand-painted details for an unforgettable look. The solid wooden design provides durability to the last. Place anywhere at home to serve as a statement piece that you can use every day. French country style step chair: are you looking for an affordable Amazon step chair with a versatile look? This part is
available in white or black, and offers stable support for loads of up to 200 pounds. The compact size ensures that it doesn't take up too much space in small areas like the bathroom. Modern Industrial Style Step Chair: Are you tired of wading through step chair plans, and want something that comes pre-assembled for
premium durability? This beautiful piece features beautiful steps of hardwood acacia supported by a frame of matte black steel. Steps 18 wide and 16 deep - a convenient and safe option for children and adults. Folding metal stainless steel Step chair: Use this industrial style folding step chair for your heaviest needs. The
portable design makes it great for the back of the truck bed, for use in an RV or camper, and it stores far easily for use in a garage or workshop. The clutch strips along the top make it easier to maintain a reliable support even in wet conditions. The sturdy steel frame supports up to 300 pounds of Step chair with handle
for seniors: This handy medical step chair maintains the best balance when entering and exiting the bathtub, but it can be used anywhere at home. Feel confident using in a humid environment thanks to the rubber handles on your feet and on the slip panel on the step. Durable The design provides day-to-day durability.
White Step Chair for Kids: Would your toddler like to help out in the kitchen? This neat step chair has one small step and a wide sturdy platform for standing. The handles on the side promote balance and - Great for older toddlers and young children up to 125 pounds. Kids 2 Step Chair: This step chair your kids will love
to use! The cheerful and colorful design is sure to attract attention. Each step is embellished with a playful textured pattern for a better grip and handles on each side make it easy to move. Your young will love the extra reach so they can grab books from shelves, clothes from the closet, or while brushing their teeth in the
bathroom sink. Toddler Stool With Locking Sides: For an even safer take on the popular kitchen-assistant concept, this unique piece has locking parties to help toddlers and young children stand on the kitchen counter and help parents with kitchen chores. Choose from white, black, grey or natural finishes to match your
interior style. Just fold the apartment for easy storage. Kids Kitchen Step chair with rail safety: Here's another kitchen assistant, this one with a sturdy bottom pitch so kids can climb up and down on their own - this also includes a safety bar for a bit of added confidence and stability. The solid wooden design has a smooth
finish, easy to clean after a fun day of training, how to make snacks in the kitchen. Toddler Storage Stepping Stool: Decorated with colorful animals, toddlers and small children are sure to fall in love with this playful step chair. Use in the bathroom so children can reach the sink to brush their teeth or place next to the bed
for help climbing up and down. The lid is flipped to show extra storage space for toys! Kids Toilet Step Chair: This adorable toilet step chair can grow together with your baby! Add a hat for an extra boost or take off your hat when extra height is no longer required. This part is ideal for helping young children access the
toilet while providing a comfortable bandwagon for comfort. The lightweight design is easy to go to the sink for hand washing. 2 Height Brothers and Sisters Step Chair: All the fun with a friend! This step chair has two pitch heights so the siblings can brush their teeth side by side. When extra height in the sink is no longer
required, just flip it all over to use as a small bench where children can sit to dry or dress after the bath. Personalized Stepping Stool: What a neat gift idea! This personalized step chair can show any word or name you desire, up to eight letters including spaces. The letters themselves are removable, turning the top of the
chair into a fun puzzle for the young to enjoy. The letters are painted with non-toxic water based on paint for a colorful touch. Unicorn Step Chair: Make each task more fun with this playful unicorn step chair! This is a step chair for kids with great The plush cover offers a non-slip surface for standing and allows the chair to
double as a convenient place for other activities. This part is sure to look adorable in any nursery, playroom or bathroom. Dog Step Step People aren't the only ones who can benefit from a step chair! Treat members of your four-legged family to greater mobility with this two-step design, built of sturdy foam and covered in
beige upholor. The soft design provides a great grip for puppy paws and cat claws alike. This piece is great for helping elderly pets get up on the couch or bed to spend time with their loved ones. 10 inch plastic step chair: Enjoy a splash of cheerful color with your everyday convenience. This plastic step stool design is
simple and durable, available in a beautiful range of colors to suit any space. Need a few chairs? These stacks are neat for storage. Plastic Step Chair: Are you looking for a simple and functional step chair with a handle? This design features rubber feet for slip resistance and grippy step surfaces for safety. Each set
includes two chairs - great for siblings, or for situations where you may need to step chairs in multiple rooms. Outdoor/Shower Step Chair: Built from a beautifully aged teak wood, this large hand-held step chair is naturally waterproof for use in a damp environment. Use inside or near the shower, pool or anywhere
outdoors. If you don't need a step chair, it will also make an attractive desk or bench. Wide step chair for indoor outdoor use: This 100% solid wooden step chair offers a wide and stable surface, easily supporting up to 400 pounds. The height is just over 4 inches tall, great for an extra small boost anywhere at home or
outside in the garden. Choose between a light natural finish or a dark village finish. Ikea Plastic Step Chair: This one piece of plastic chair doesn't require assembly - it looks fantastic right out of the box. This two-step design is super lightweight and easy to move, plus it offers a stylish visual statement between uses as
well. This handy little step chair is sure to come in handy over and over again. Portable folding step chair: step, fold, tuck, and repeat! Just roll up this folding step chair for easy storage between uses. Take this design on the road with comfortable portability. Low Height Kitchen Step Chair: It's more than just a step chair -
it's a whole scene. This design is very long and wide, so you can easily move around while working. Enjoy an extra boost while cooking in the kitchen or completing projects on your desk. This 4.2-inch platform supports weight up to 500 pounds and has an anti-fatigue mat to ensure solid safety and comfort. Rolling Step
Stool: The unique charmer mechanism distinguishes this step chair from Without any weight on the chair, the wheels roll easily - just tap or kick the chair where you need it. But as soon as you step on the stool and apply weight, the spring wheels retreat, and the tenacious bottom of the chair captures the floor for reliable
stability. Invest in Yellow option or check out other color options to find your favorite. Heavy duty 500 pound step chair: With an impressive 500lb weight capacity, this heavy duty step chair is perfect for hard-working conditions. Do you need to load heavy parts into a bed truck or camper? Do you need a sturdy step to
reach the higher tool shelves in your garage? Are you looking for an everyday home stepladder that you will never have to replace? This great design just can fit your needs. A folding step chair with 250 pounds of payload capacity: This durable portable step chair offers a great balance between value and functionality.
When folded, a thin profile can fit almost anywhere - between kitchen appliances, inside cabinets, etc. Premium Wooden Foldable Step Ladder: Designed by Carl Malmvall, this folding 3-step staircase offers an aesthetic alternative to traditional utilitarian options. This part is available in a white lacquered beech tree or
natural oak for warm and attractive attractiveness. Modern white Scandinavian staircase: here is another beautiful Scandinavian style, this time designed by Swedish designer Thomas Bernstrand. The body is made of durable aluminum and painted in matte black or white to match your interior. The sleek lines make this
piece perfect for minimalist interiors. Multi Color Stepping Ladder: Looking for something that immediately catches your eye? This staircase design covers its playful side with transparent polycarbonate designs in a range of bright and beautiful colors. This eye-catching look doesn't come at a sacrifice of strength - it
supports up to 570lbs for reliable functionality. 3 Step Chair: This beautiful folding step chair folds up impressively thin, easy to store where you need it most. Slide this ladder under the sofa or between pieces of furniture for easy access. The beautiful design looks smooth and modern while remaining strong enough for
everyday use. 3 step aluminum step chair: This lightweight aluminum step chair is resistant to corrosion and breakdown, easy to clean after dirty designs like painting. Large non-slip rubber legs provide additional stability while protecting thin hardwood floors. When folding, this staircase is only 2 thick for easy storage.
Folding 4 Step Aluminum Step Ladder: With four non-slip steps, this metal step chair is perfect for achieving all these most difficult tasks - should have an investment for those with high ceilings. The stabilizer bar at the top provides a little extra confidence when climbing to higher steps. Recommended reading: 40
Fascinating Kitchen Bar Chair 51 Swivel Bar Chairs Share it on any of the social media channels below to give your voice. Your feedback helps us improve. Improve. Improve.
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